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 The aim of present research is optimizing camshaft. For this purpose after knowing 
qualities and duties of camshaft the best mechanical software was chosen for modeling. 

In the next stage modeled camshaft was analyzed for its stresses. According to the 

results of stress analysis the maximum stress obtained for cam shaft was equal 25 GPa, 
that with pay attention to properties of camshaft we can conclude that it is not too more 

and is durable for cam shaft. Of course it is supposed that fatigue analyzing of camshaft 

should be studied in future and it can be good research topic. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 Camshaft is made of cast iron with high hardness and cams on camshaft are protected by three bearings that 

are lubricated under pressure. amshaft is fixed on the right side of cylinder and cams are lubricated in the form 

of spraying. Camshaft should open and close valves and  gets its power from crank shaft by gear or belt. There 

are cams on camshaft that can change rotating movement to direct movement. Form of cams have wonderful 

effect on work of motor and the process of advance- retard of valves is calculated on cams. Figure 1 shows a 

schematic of camshaft [1, 2, 3]. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1: A schematic of camshaft. 

 

 Cams shaft uses these cams and they open valve when rotating while springs of valves return them to closed 

position. When camshaft rotates cams move valves up and down. Each of camshafts work well in a certain 

motor round and in other states motor doesn’t work completely for producing valve rode heating operations is 

suitable, figure 2 shows a sample of camshaft. By this process hardness of a piece such as valve rod is achieved 

while moulding by refrigerating in the frame and after that hardness process isn’t needed any more. Doing this 

process decreases the problems of heating operations such as causing crack after hardening and finally results in 

decreasing cost and increasing speed of production [4, 5, 6]. 

 For increasing piece resistance against friction and making holes in cast irons there are 4 methods:  

1. Plating with chrome or nickel 

2. Spraying Mo on metal surface 

3. Flame hardening 
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4. Refrigerating moulding 

 The first two methods have high cost and the third method can’t make enough resistance against friction but 

the fourth one is better than others and can improve pieces resistance against friction. Valve rode is moulded 

normally and after the first machining its cams are hardened by inductive system. Cam is a part of machine that 

moves another part through direct contact and under special conditions. The driver part is called cam and the 

other part is called follower. Figure 3 shows a schematic of a cam of camshaft [7, 8, 9]. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2: a sample of camshaft. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 3: schematic of a cam of camshaft. 

 

 cam can have rotating transferring or fluctuating movement or it can be fixed. Each valve has one cam. 

These cams work under certain angle and certain distance from each other. Each cam should have the following 

specifications: 

1. Its form doesn’t change after working.  

2. It doesn’t make vibration while opening or closing valves. 

 Transferring crankshaft power to valve rod may be in the form of: gear to gear chaining or strap.  

 Since in each turning of 720  ̊ of crank shaft there will be one case of burning in the cylinder and in each 

turning valve is opened and closed only one time so valve rode turning is half of crank shaft rotating. Friction of 

cams can have damage for valve timing [8, 9, 10]. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

 For modeling and optimizing camshaft at first a research about mechanical software’s should be done so 

that a suitable one is identified. In the next section these software’s are surveyed. 

 Catia software is the best one for designing engineering and producing computer. It is useful in air- space 

industries in car industries and in industrial sites and manufactures that produce home appliances one of its main 

characteristics is that it is a parametric software. It means that all stages of making a model is preserved in a file 

and if necessary you can choose some parts and edit them. 

1. Decreasing designing time. 

2. Decreasing error of designing . 

3. Optimizing process of decreasing production time. 

4. In creasing production quality. 

5. Increasing profit making. 

Capabilities of this software are:  
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1. Designing pieces         2.  Assembling pieces 

3. disigning surfaces         4.planing              5. Simulating  

6. sheeting          7. Designing structure        8. Framing  

9. machining 10. Air condition 11. Making mathematical relations  

12. program- writing    13. Pipe laying      14. Projects management     15. Manufactures management 

 Solidworks software: it is one of the best ones for designing and modeling. in this software all side 

possibilities useful for industrial plans are available such as: kinds of standards measuring samples an so on. 

Besides for assurance of correct performance while working a simulating part is available in it. The user can 

evaluate stability of the design against wind water heat by using simulator before producing the sample and so 

he can decrease weight delete unnecessary materials and optimize production cost. 

 Autocad software it is a software that is used for drawing engineering and industrial plans. It is one of the 

most basic ones in its field. 

 Adams software: it is used in industry and research centers. We can point to the following cases about 

mechanic. 

1. Simulating mechanical movement. 

2. Doing test of the system. 

3. Determining motor life and piece life while machining. 

 Paying attention to the researches, CATIA software is the best one for modeling. For primary drawings 

geometrical constrains and dimensional constrains were used. Then using point and line and using profile the 

first lines were drawn. Edge- fillet and then dress- up features were used for beveling. Using pad direction and 

sketch- based features cams were voluminated. Groove direction and sketch- based features were used for 

making groove. In this way using different direction cam shaft was designed. 

 

Results: 

 As it was said in previous sections using different directions camshaft was designed. Then it was loaded and 

tension degree was studied in different parts and week parts were recognized. Qualities of choosed material for 

camshaft is presented in table 1. 

 
Table 1: The mechanical characteristic unbreakable cast iron as the composing material of camshaft. 

Item                                           Value 

Tensile Stress                             422 MPa 

Yield stress                                 686 MPa 
Modulus of elasticity                  1.7 ×103 

Poison ratio                                 0.3 

Density                                      7800 Kg/m3 

Material code                              FCD70 

 

 Figures 4 shows modeled and meshed cam shaft, for meshing camshaft the element solid72 was used. 

Figure 5 shows the location of backrests and location of loads. Figure 6 shows distribution of stresses on cam 

shaft also figure 7 shows distribution of strain on cam shaft.   

 

 
 

Fig. 4: modeled and meshed cam shaft. 
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Fig. 5: the location of backrests and location of loads. 

 

 
 

Fig. 6: distribution of stresses on cam shaft. 

 

 
 

Fig. 7: distribution of strain on cam shaft. 

 

 According to the results of stress analysis the maximum stress obtained for cam shaft was equal 25 GPa, 

that with pay attention to table 1 we can conclude that it is not too more and is durable for cam shaft.   

 

Conclusion and Suggestions: 

 The aim of present research was analysis of camshaft. For this purpose after knowing qualities and duties of 

camshaft the best mechanical software was chosen for modeling. 

 In the next stage modeled camshaft was analyzed for its stresses. According to the results of stress analysis 

the maximum stress obtained for cam shaft was equal 25 GPa, that with pay attention to properties of camshaft 

we can conclude that it is not too more and is durable for cam shaft. Of course it is supposed that fatigue 

analyzing of camshaft should be studied in future and it can be good research topic. 
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